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M2Bio Rolls Out Sustainable Packaging for Liviana
December 31, 2021 · 3 min read

TRENDING
CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA / ACCESSWIRE / December 31, 2021 /WUHAN GENERAL
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Family of Los Angeles banking executive
beaten to death demand more serious
charges from progressive DA
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Will Smith sent 'Bad Boys' director
Michael Bay a personalized note
admitting that he was right about
insisting that the actor go shirtless in the
movie
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Coldest air in three years coming to parts
of the country
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Romney defends Biden's 2020 win after
Trump attacks GOP's Rounds
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Pete Davidson reveals Bob Saget used to
spend 'hours' helping him get through
'rough mental health stuff'

GROUP, INC. (WUHN) ("WGG'' or the "Company"), a bioceutical company focused on
alternative plant-based cannabinoids and mental health therapeutic research is
pleased to share the following update:

M2Bio Sciences is pleased to announce the rollout of its sustainable packaging
solution - Hempcelium™ to be piloted and implemented by it's Liviana™ Extra Virgin
Olive Oil brand. The state-of-the-art sustainable packaging is customized to fit its Extra
Virgin Olive Oil glass bottles. The solution is a Hempcelium™ transport packaging foam
made from hemp agri-waste and mushroom mycelium.
Hempcelium™ is a unique composite that outperforms most other sustainable
alternatives currently available. The Hempcelium™ packaging structure is completely
organic and can be grown into almost any shape, making it as versatile as styrofoam or
polystyrene, less the damage and pollution that comes from using a conventional
synthetic material. Because Hempcelium™ is grown and not produced with chemical
compounds that need large amounts of energy to synthesize, the carbon footprint is
very low, and there are zero industrial chemical byproducts emitted that are harmful to
the natural environment, our water, ecosystems, food-chains and human health.
The unique Hempcelium™ composite has been developed in-house by its team of
engineers at the M2Bio Sustainability Labs during 2021 and is ready for the South
African market. The company is in the process of obtaining all necessary legal and
copyrights pertaining to the trademark name Hempcelium™. M2Bio Sciences'
Intellectual Property and Trademark legal team expects the process to be successfully
concluded in Q1 2022.

"When you get the product with the packaging you are able to crumble up the
Hempcelium™ foam into your garden bed or soil to decompose and support the health
of your vegetation. Hempcelium serves an important function in the decomposition of
organic matter in the soil. Research has demonstrated that it acts as a filter, removing
groundwater contaminants and pollutants. It has shown potential to remove industrial
toxins from the soil, which includes pesticides, chlorine, dioxin (a highly toxic

environmental pollutant) as well as PCBs (highly toxic industrial compounds). In the
garden, Hempcelium helps to increase nutrients available to plants, improve water
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efficiency, reduce erosion by acting as a cellular net, and promote root growth by
adding oxygen to the soil and releasing nitrogen, phosphate, and other micronutrients.
Simply put, it has a ton of benefits." - Jeff Robinson, CEO of M2Bio Sciences.

Story continues
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Latest Stories
NY Daily News

Economic impacts of pandemic and threat of eviction far worse for minority New Yorkers: study
ALBANY — The looming end of New York’s eviction moratorium will adversely impact low-income and minority residents and compound
economic disparities already amplified by the COVID crisis, according to a new study. A new analysis from the Robin Hood Foundation and
Columbia University found that the majority of New Yorkers who lost income during the pandemic, 55%, were low-income workers and ...
3m ago
Ad • CapitalOne Shopping

Before You Renew Amazon Prime, Read This
Amazon Has Millions of Prime Subscribers — But Few Know About This Savings Trick

CNW Group

NGEx Minerals Announces Grant of Stock Options
NGEx Minerals Ltd. (TSXV: NGEX) ("NGEx Minerals" or the "Company") is pleased to announce that
in accordance with its stock option plan, the Company has granted a total of 1,760,000 incentive
stock options to certain directors, officers, employees and other eligible persons of the Company…
4m ago

Investor's Business Daily

Dow Jones Futures: Market Rallies On Powell Comments, Apple, Nvidia, Tesla In
Focus; Biogen Dives Late
The stock market rallied Tuesday as Fed chief Powell signaled he wouldn't be too aggressive. Key
inflation data looms.
5m ago

Motley Fool

Why Impinj Stock Rose 10.8% Today
What happened Shares of Impinj (NASDAQ: PI) closed Tuesday's trading session 10.8% higher,
propelled by updated revenue guidance for the fourth quarter. So what The maker of radiofrequency identification (RFID) tracking chips and data readers now expects fourth-quarter…
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Ad • Life'd

11 Editor Approved Beauty Products For 2022
These are going to be the best selling beauty products for 2022.

BuzzFeed

Kristen Stewart Reflected On "Twilight" Making A Comeback 10 Years Later, And Rest Assured She's Feeling Her Age Too
"I'm like, 'Wow, I have to go to my high school anniversary already.'"View Entire Post ›
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USA TODAY

'We Don't Talk About Bruno' from 'Encanto' is
now a Top 5 hit on the charts. How did that
h Don't
? Talk About Bruno" has topped music charts
"We
for the past week. So how did Disney's catchy
"Encanto" song become an unlikely crossover hit?
6m ago

Reuters

Quotes: Reactions to Biden speech on U.S. voting rights
Unless President Biden applies the same level of urgency around voting rights as he did for BBB
and infrastructure, America may soon be unrecognizable. While President Biden delivered a
stirring speech today, it's time for this administration to match their words with actions, and for…
6m ago
Ad • Market Junkie

$6 LiDAR Stock Could Strike a Major Deal
Money will be flowing to car suppliers. And we’ve spotted two prime candidates.

Idaho Statesman

Idaho Gov. Little proposes more social workers for Idaho health department
The governor’s proposal includes a 7% increase in base pay for case managers and safety
assessors.

6m ago

Investor's Business Daily

These Are The 5 Best Stocks To Buy And Watch Now
Buying a stock is easy, but buying the right stock without a time-tested strategy is incredibly hard.
So what are the best stocks to buy now or put on a watchlist?
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Business Wire

CORRECTING and REPLACING Ocean State Controlled Botanicals Launches the
Largest, Next-Generation Cannabis Facility in Rhode Island and Its Hangar 420
P d
Li R.I., January 11, 2022--Hangar 420’s 18,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art, cannabis
PROVIDENCE,
innovation, production and distribution facility is the first of its kind in Rhode Island.
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Ad • Moneywise

Effective Immediately Costco's Done With This Item
Costco has confirmed- these items will no longer be available effective immediately

Newsfile

RFA Successfully Registered as an Exempted Corporate Finance Advisor
Singapore, Singapore--(Newsfile Corp. - January 11, 2022) - Raffles Financial Group Limited (CSE:
RICH) (FSE: 4VO) (OTCQX: RAFFF) ("RFG" or the "Company") wish to announce that its operating
subsidiary, Raffles Financial Advisory Pte Ltd ("RFA", formerly known as Alto Vencap Pte. Ltd.),…
7m ago

PR Newswire

Huntsman Appoints David Sewell to Board of Directors
Huntsman Corporation (NYSE: HUN) today announced that it has appointed David B. Sewell to its
Board of Directors. Mr. Sewell currently serves as Chief Executive Officer of WestRock Company,
was the Chief Operating Officer of The Sherwin-Williams Company and brings nearly 15 years of…
7m ago

Axios

Fed chair Powell's second term will be defined by an economy he helped create
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Jerome Powell’s second term as Federal Reserve chair will be defined by his response to the
economy he helped create.Why it matters: Powell's job will be harder in many ways than when the
8m ago
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Americans May Ditch of Their Cell Phones for
VoIP
Why are so many people now switching to VoIP? The
revolution is here and the prices just got affordable.
Search your options!

House Beautiful

This Connecticut Lake House Is Packed with Odes to Outdoor Living
See inside a Candlewood Isle lake home designed by Thom Filicia.

8m ago

NY Daily News

Giants fire Joe Judge, but their problems are much bigger than head coach
The Giants have fired Joe Judge, the team said Tuesday. Judge was let go with a 10-23 record in two seasons. He is the third straight coach the
Giants have fired either during or after their second season with the team. The Giants are a rudderless franchise with poor ownership and no
idea of how to escape their hamster wheel of irrelevance. They gave 19-46 Dave Gettleman an honorary sendoff on ...
8m ago

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

Tarrant reports 6 COVID deaths, including 2 women in 40s; positive test rate at new
high
The COVID positive test rate was 7.54% on Dec. 14. Less than a month later, it’s almost 40%.
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50 Foods That Unclog Arteries (Most People Ignore)
If you want to stabilize your cholesterol, get rid of blood sugar, or fortify your arteries, you’ll want
to pick up these heart-healthy foods!

Axios

Officials say child ignited Christmas tree that sparked Fairmount fire
A 5 year old using a lighter ignited a Christmas tree that sparked last week's fatal fire in
Philadelphia's Fairmount neighborhood, according to preliminary findings. Driving the news: City
Fire commissioner Adam Thiel said at a Tuesday press conference that investigators pieced…
9m ago

Miami Herald

What Ayton, Zo told Yurtseven. And different Heat decisions looming on Guy and
Robinson
A six-pack of Miami Heat notes on a Tuesday:

9m ago

Motley Fool

The Top 2 Cybersecurity Stocks Are a Smart Buy for 2022
Newly remote workforces, a rapid migration to cloud-based computing, and technologically
advanced bad guys have resulted in cybersecurity software demand soaring since 2020. During its
period of heightened spending to integrate all of the acquisitions it made, Palo Alto's profitabilit…
9m ago
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